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Let Ω be a non-empty open subset of an iV-dimensional Euclidean space
JR̂ . The investigations have been made in our previous paper [1] about the
multiplication between distributions defined on Ω. The multiplicative product
of S, TeQ)f(Ω) is the section of S(x)<g>T(x — y) for y=0, if it exists, which
will be denoted by S T instead of SO T throughout this paper. S T will then
be in a certain sense the section of 5(#)® T(y) for x — y. In this paper a dis-
tribution is understood as a current of degree 0 and of even kind.

Our main purpose of this paper is to introduce the notion of the section
of a current on a submanifold so as to make it possible to generalize the
multiplicative product of distributions to the exterior product of currents.
We consider here two kinds of sections one in a narrow sense, and the other
in a wider sense. Accordingly we may discuss the exterior product of cur-
rents in either sense. Owing to these notions we can give an approach to
define a reciprocal image of a current under a C°° map. Of course, a C°° map
need not admit a reciprocal image of every current. A detailed discussion
thereof confined to distributions was given in [2], where we introduced the
concept of "admissible map". The section of a current on a submanifold
Mo C M will be, as we shall see in this paper, the reciprocal image of the cur-
rent under the injection j : M0->M. This leads us to the study of Stokes'

rb

formula for currents, an attempt to generalize the formula \ S'(χ)dx =
Ja

S(b) — S(a), where 5 is a one-dimensional distribution with values at a
and b.

In what follows we shall call a current of even kind simply a current
whenever no confusion may occur, however, we shall underline the letter de-
noting a current of odd kind. We note that a current on ΩCRN is a form
whose coefficients are distributions on Ω.

The presentation of the material is arranged as follows: In Section 1
we shall introduce the notion of the section of a current defined on Ω C RN and
show that it is invariant under diffeomorphisms. In Section 2 we shall study
the section of a current on a submanifold Mo C M and the exterior product
between currents of any kind. We shall consider, in Section 3, the reciprocal
image of a given current T e 2)'(M), which we define as follows: Let Nr and
N be the dimensions of manifolds M' and M respectively. For a C°° map ξ of

N'-p

W into M, the direct image f£ of every β of ©(Λf) is an odd (ΛΓ—p)-current.
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If the exterior product ξ@_Λ T exists for every £, we can show that the linear

map /3-> \ξ@Λ T is continuous, then the current f*Γ determined by the equa-

tion </?, ξ*T> = \?£Λ Γ is called the reciprocal image of T under the map ξ.

The same is true of odd currents, if the map ξ is oriented. Taking ζ for the
injection / of a submanifold MQ into M, we show that j * Γ exists if and only
if the section T\ Mo of Γ on Mo exists, and that if this is the case, /* T= T\M0.
Stokes' formula is shown. In Section 4 we show that the trace map on a
submanif old Mo coincides with the fixation to Mo for a space of currents with
certain conditions. The final section is devoted to some considerations about
an admissible map, which is defined as the map admitting a reciprocal image
of every current, and the section closes with some statements refining the
results of [2].

1. The section of a current defined on an open subset of RN

Let Ω be a non-empty open subset of RN=RnxRm. A point of Rn

xxR™

will be denoted by (x9 y), where x = (xu •••, xn) and y=(yi, ••, ym). Let

where we suppose ΩXQφφ. We shall often use the symbol T(x9 y) for a dis-
tribution T e Q)'(β).

If there exists a distribution S e Q)'{ΩXQ) such that

(*) lim T(xo + λx,y) = S(y) ( = lΛ(g)S(y) more precisely),

namely

Γ, ~-φ(^j^°-)ψ(y)> = <S, φ>\φ(x)dx
Λ \ Λ / J

for any φ e Q)(Rn\ ψ e Q)(ΩXQ\ then according to S. Lojasiewicz [3, p. 15] we
shall say that x — x0 can be fixed in T(x, y) and that S is the section of T for
x = x0 with notation T(x0, y).

Recently R. Shiraishi has shown in [6, p. 91] that the condition (*) is
equivalent to

(x9 y\ Pk(x-x0)> = S(y)

for every restricted 5-sequence {ρk} in @(i?Λ), that is, every sequence of non-
negative functions Pk e Q)(Rn) with the following conditions:

(i) SuppP* converges to {0} as k->oo.

(ii) \Pk(x)dx converges to 1 as &-» oo.
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(iii) \\χ\*p]\Dppk(x)\dχ<^Kp, a constant independent of k.

We note that a sequence {Pk} satisfying the conditions (i) and (ii), is called a
^-sequence. For simplicity we assume xo = O.

Consider a diffeomorphism

f *' = £ ( * , » , f = ( f i , ••.,£„)
%: i

I y ' = v(χ9 y), v = (vu ••-, Vm)

of i2 onto an open subset Ω'CR"'X Rψ, which refers χ = 0 in Ω to Λ/ = 0 in £'.
The Jacobian of the map x will be denoted by Jx. For any T e Q>'(Ω) and
S e Q)'(ΩQ) we define T e <2)XΩf) and Sf e ®(i?0 as follows:

and

<SXγ'\ φ{y')> = <S(y\ \Jηo\Φ(vo(y))>,

where ô( j)=v(0> j ) ^s ^he diίfeomorphism of Ωo onto ώό We shall first show
the following

LEMMA 1. Let T e 2)'(i2) and let k be a real number. If there exists a
distribution S e Q>XΩQ) such that

\imλkT(λx, y)=
λ-+ + 0

then \imλkτχλχ\ yr) exists and is equal to S"(y')
λ-^ + 0

PROOF. It is sufficient to show that

Mm<λkTXλx\ y'\ φ^)φ2{yf)> = <sXyf), φ2(yί)>[φι(x/)dx'
λ-^-f 0 J

for any φλ 6 Q)(Rn) and φ2 e Q>(Ω'O).

Since /% does not vanish and f(03 r )=0, we must have /-

where 4 ^ a n d 4 1 s t a n d f(>r the Jacobians ^ l ^ ^ 2 _ M and
dx dy d( )

respectively. For any given compact set KCΩ0, --β- does not vanish for
ax

ye K and for sufficiently small | x \. We can therefore find positive constants
c, c\ and ε satisfying the condition:

(i) c |* |^ | f (* , y)\<,cx\x\, (x,
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where Bε stands for the ball in Rn with center 0 and radius ε. Now we have
for sufficiently small λ

= <λkT(x, y\ ±

= <λk\Jx(λx, y)\ T(λx, y\

If we put ψx=φι( j^-λφ2(rj(λx, y% then {ψλ} will be uniformly bounded in

ζΰ(Rn x Ωo) for sufficiently small λ. Indeed, let Kr be any compact subset of Ωr

Q

such that

(ϋ)

We choose a positive constant d so that

(iii) χ-\B8xKr)CBεxK.

Let φι c 2>£α, α>05 and φ2eQ)κ" It then follows from these properties (i),

(ii) and (iii) that supp0λ(Λ;, y\ 0 < / l ^ —, must be contained in a fixed com-
CL

pact set. In view of the fact that f(0, y)=0, we see that |Dp

yζj(x, y)\=O(\x\)
uniformly for y e K as | x \-• 0 and so |Dp

yξj(λx, y)\ =O(λ\x\\ whence the set

{Dp

xD"yψx}k is uniformly bounded for 0<Λ<-^-. Therefore {Ψx}0<\<,A is bound-

ed in 3)(Rn) x ®(i20).

Thus we have

x, y)\T(λx,y), ψx(x,

\U0,y)\S(y),φ2(V(0,y

and

where Δ(j) is the Jacobian of the mapx -> x' — Σy-^

Since f, (0, j ) = 0 as already remarked, we obtain

Λ(0, y) = JV0(y)A(y).

Thus we have
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\im<λkT'(λx', y'\ « ,
λ + 0

which completes the proof.

Let δ be the Dirac measure concentrated at origin and let φ e Q)(Rn) with

φ^>0 and \φdx = l. We put φx(χ)= -jn-Φ(~τ'\ ^ o r o u r Purpose later on we

shall show

LEMMA 2. For any real number k, the condition

UmλkT(λx, y)=S(y)

is equivalent to

limλkδ(x+ λu)T(x, y)=δx<g>S(y)

or

PROOF. It is clear that the last two conditions are equivalent. Now,
suppose that \imλkT(λχ, γ) exists and equals S(y). If φι(χ)eQ)(Rn) and

λ-> + 0

02(y) e Q)(ΩQ\ then since we can write for sufficiently small λ

<λkUx)T{x, j), φι{x)φ2{y)> = <λkT(x, y\ φλ(x)ΦιWΦ2(y

= <λkT(λx, y\ φ(x)φι(0)φ2(y)>-^<λkT(λx, y\ φ(x)(φ1

it follows that

9 y\ Φi(x)ψ2(y)> - <U<8)S(y), Φ(x)Φi(0)φ2(y)>

This implies that the limit limλhφx(x)T(x, y) exists and equals

Conversely, suppose that \imλkφλ(χ)T(x, y) exists and equals δx®S(y).
λ-» + o

If we take φι(χ) e Q)(Rn) to be 1 near the origin, then we have for any φ2(y) e

Um<λkT(λx, y\ φ(x)φ2(y)> =Um<λkT(x, y\ φλ(x)φ2(y)>
λ-» + o λ-> + o

= \im<λkφxT(x, y), ψ1{x)φ2{y)>

= <δx<g)S(y),ψ1(x)ψz(y)>

= <S(y),φ2(y)>,
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which completes the proof.
P

Now, let T, 0<;p<;N, be a p-current defined on ΩCRN=RχX R™, which
is understood as a form with distributional coefficients:

fe TIfK e

where I={ίi, , ίs\ and K={ku , kt} with s + t=p are strictly increasing
multi-indices between 1 and n and between 1 and m respectively and

dx/A dyx = dxiλ Λ Λ dxjs A tZ y^ Λ Λ dykr

Furthermore we shall write Tκ— TI>K for \K\ —p. We have for any positive
real number λ

fo*, y)= Σi.κλιIΪTItK(λx9 y)dxIAdyκ,

where 11\ stands for the number of the components of /.

P

DEFINITION 1. Let Γ be a ^-current on ΩCRnxRm- If the limit
lim T(λχ, y) exists and does not depend on x, then we say that x = 0 can be
fixed in T(χ, y) and that the limit is the section of T for x — 0 with notation
Γ(0, y).

This definition means that the distributional limits

lim TIιK(λχ, y) = TK(Q, y) for | /| = 0,

\imλsTI>κ(λχ, y) = 0 for | / | = 5 > 0

exist and
P

Γ(0, y)=ΣκTκ(0, y)dyκ.

If T happens to be a distribution on Ω, that is, p = 0, then the definition gives
rise to that of the section of T for x = 0.

When every TIyK has the section for x = 0, then T has clearly the section
T(0, y). If this is the case, we shall call Γ(0, y) the section of T in a narrow
sense for x = 0.

Let i?, Ω' and % = (?, ^) be the same as before. Then the direct image
χ τ= T is represented by

ΣJ.LT'J.LW, y')dχ!jAdyf

L, where T'JfL = Σi.κT'ItK(x', / )

f is also the reciprocal image of T for the inverse map x~Λ. Let S be a cur-
rent on i20 and let y' = yo(y) = y(O, y). In a similar way the direct image
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7]0S= S is represented by

ΣLS'L(y')d/L, where 5 ί ( / ) = Σ j r % ( / ^

P P

THEOREM 1. // a current T on ΩCRn

xxR™ has the section S for x = 0,
p P P P

then the direct image xT= T also has the section 7]0S=S for #'=0.

PROOF. Let S=ΣκSκ(y)dyKi Sκ(y) = \imTI>κ(λx, y) for | I | = 0 . By
λ—> + o

Lemma 1 lim Tj,κ(λx\ y') exists for | / | = 0 and equals Sf

κ and limΛ171 x
λ + o ' λ> + o

Tί,κ(λx', / ) = 0 for 11\ >0. Put ai.κ.jΛx',y')= 1{

(

XI; ΎKX Since ξ(0, y) = 0,

it follows that

( OU17'-171) for | / | > | / |

[ 0(1) for | / | < | / |

as λ~> +0. Thus we have

f Σ Tί,κφ,
', y')= i i'i"»''

for
', y')

0 for | / |>0

and again by Lemma 1 we have

limT(λx',y')=ΣL( Σ Γλ*(0, / ) | 2 f )dy'L1/1=0, x'=0

which completes the proof.
For a current T on Ω, we shall define the section Γ(0, y) to be the sum

of the sections of the homogeneous components of T whenever they exist.

2. The section of a current on a submanifold

Let M be a manifold of dimension N. In what follows we always under-
stand a manifold to be a diίferentiable manifold denumerable at infinity Q4].
Let Q)(M) stand for the space of even C°° forms on M with compact support,

P

equipped with the usual topology, and 2)(M) the subspace of p-ίorms e 2)(Af).
@(M) is the space of odd C°° forms with compact support. The spaces 2)'(Λf),

2>'(Af), g)'(M) and 2)/(M) are defined as the strong duals of 2)(M), 2h
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N-p

®(M) and © (M) respectively. We shall denote by e(M) the space of even
C°° forms with the usual topology and by &'(M) the strong dual of <§(M),
which consists of the odd currents e ©'(M) with compact support. The same
is true of <S(M) and <S'(M).

Let {/c} be a complete family of coordinate systems in M, where K is a
homeomorphism of an open set VKCMonto an open set VκCRN, and the map

ICIC'-1: ιzXVκrλVκ,)-+ιc(VκΓ\Vκ,)

is a diffeomorphism for any /c, ιc'. Let T e ©'(M). To every K there is as-
sociated a current Tγκ on F* such that Tγκ = κκ'~xTγκ, in κ(VκΓ\VK') and we
can identify Γ with such a system as {ΪVJ . Similar considerations hold
true of an odd current T. We consider a distribution on M as an even 0-
current on M, or, what is the same, an element of Q)'(M).

Let Mo be a submanifold of dimension m<N. Then to every ae Mo there
is associated a coordinate system £={#i, ••, χm ji, • ••, yw}, n + m = N, which
is valid on an open neighbourhood Vκ of a point a in M such that #i(α)=
= xn(ά)= yi(a)= ••• = γm(a) = 0 and such that the restriction /c0 of tz to

forms a coordinate system in Mo. We have ^={(^1(6), , χn(b), yι(b\ ,
ym(6)); b e Vκ}, and ^ = { ( j i ( δ ) , ••-, >(δ)); 6 6 ί/,}.

If every 7> Λ has the section Svκ on f/Λ, there exists a unique current
5 e ©'(Mo) determined by the system {Sΰκ}. This is an immediate consequence
of Theorem 1. The consideration holds also true of the section in a narrow
sense. If T is of degree p, then so is 5. Then we can introduce

DEFINITION 2. Let T e Q)'(M). If TΫK has the section (resp. in a narrow
sense) on Uκ for every Vκ, the uniquely determined current S 6 Q)f(MQ) is
called the section of Γ (resp. in a narrow sense) on the submanifold Mo and
denoted by T\M0.

As an application of the notion of the section of a current we can deal
P Q

with an exterior product of two homogeneous currents 5, T e ©r(M). Owing
to the principle of localization, it suffices to define an exterior product in a

P Q

coordinate neighbourhood V of every ae M. Let Sr and 7> be written in
the form

Sr = ΣiSi(x)dxl9 Tv = ΣκTκ(x)dxκ, Sί9Tκ 6

We shall consider the current

Sr®Tv = Σi.KSjWTK^dxjΛdzK in Vx V,

where S!(x)Tκ(z) denotes the multiplicative products [2, p. 78].
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p q

If S>® Tv has the section to the diagonal Δ? of VxV for every V, then
the system of the sections {(Sp(g)7»| Jr} defines the current W on Δ, the
diagonal of MxM. The map j : MB a-+(a, a) e Δ is a diffeomorphism. The
reciprocal image /* W will be termed the exterior product of S and T with
notation SAT, a (p + ̂ -current.

From this definition it follows that
(1) If 5Λ T exists, then so does TAS and we have SΛ T=(-l)p9(TAS).
(2) If SΛ T exists, then so do (aS)A T, SΛ(αΓ) for every a e C~(M\

and we have a(SA T)=(aS)A T=SA(aT). If S and T are distributions on
M, the definition is tantamount to that of the multiplicative product S T
given in [1, p. 165].

When SITK exists for every /, K and V> it is clear from our definition
that the exterior product SAT is well defined, and we can write

(SΛ 2 > = Σi>κSI(x)Tκ(x)dxίAdxκ.

If this is the case, we shall say that the exterior product of S and T
exists in a narrow sense.

We know that on an oriented manifold every odd current is associated
with an even current in a natural way. On the other hand, every coordinate
neighbourhood Vκ is supposed to be oriented according to the natural ordering
of coordinates in K. TO every odd current S there is associated a system of
currents Svκ such that

but with the rules of transformations:

SvA^ = -r^^Σi.jSi{xf)^-dxy in κ\VκΓ\Vm,).
I Jκκ'~ι I UX j

This observation leads us to the definition of the exterior products be-
tween currents of any kind. For example, let us consider two currents S
and T on M. If Wκ=SrκA Tγκ exists for every /c, we can see that { Wκ} uni-
quely determines an odd current W, a fact which is verified straight forward.
Then we call W the exterior product SAT oί S and T. The parity of the
exterior product obeys to the usual law for the exterior multiplication when
one of the factors is a C°° form.

Now we turn to the consideration about the section of an odd current
Te 2)'(M) on a submanifold Mo, where the injection j : M0->M is supposed to
be oriented. We shall continue to use the notations as before. The map j
assigns to the canonical orientation of Uκ s, fixed orientation of Vκ in each
point of Uκ, which may or may not coincide with the canonical orientation of
Vκ and accordingly we define ε(p), p e UK9 to be 1 or — 1. Taking this into
account, if the section Sϋκ of Tγκ for % = 0 exists for every ic, we can conclude
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that {εSffκ} uniquely determines an odd current S on M0) which we shall call
the section of T on Mo and denote it by T \ Mo.

The same is true of the section in a narrow sense.

3. Sections and reciprocal images

Consider a C°° map ξ of a manifold M of iV'-dimension into a manifold

M of dimension N. The reciprocal image f *α, a e Q)(M), belongs to <8(ΛΓ).
Then the integral

/9Λ?*α, where βe Q?(M'\

P

defines a continuous linear form on Q)(M\ and in turn an odd current ξ(3 of
degree N—p which is called the direct image of ξβ.

P N'-p

Now consider a current Γ 6 2)'(M). It ξfi/\T exists for every ^ 6 © (M7),
the linear map

will be continuous. Indeed, it is enough to show the assertion when M\ M
are open subsets Q\ Ω of Euclidean spaces of dimension Nr and of dimension
N. In this case we may write ξfc and T in the following forms:

T=ΣκTκ(x)dxκ,

and therefore

where ( —iy ( / i Γ ) denotes the signature of the permutation {/, K} of {1, 2, ...,
N}, and we used the notation Σi( — l)p(I'CI)SI(x)TCi(χ) for the abbreviation
of lim Σi( — l)p(I'cnSi(χ)Tci(χ + λu). By making use of a restricted (^-sequence

λ * + 0

, we obtain

= lim Σ / ( -

so we can conclude the assertion in virtue of the Banach-Steinhaus theorem.

DEFINITION 3. Given T e 2>'(M), if ξgΛ T exists for every β eζΰ\M'\ the
current f * Γ determined by the equation
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is called the reciprocal image of T undfer the map ξ.
P

We note that if £* T exists for every T e Ω)'(M'), then ££. is an odd
(N—p)-form. This follows from the fact that a distribution on Ω which
admits the multiplicative product with every distribution on Ω must belong
to S(Ω) [1, p. 166].

Now, let us consider a special case in which M' is a submanifold Mo of
M as in the preceding section. Let /: M0->M be the injection, which is a
C°° map. Then we can show

P

THEOREM 2. Given T € Q)'(M), 0^p<>my:the reciprocal image y*Γ exists
if and only if the section T\ Mo exists. And if this is the case, we have j * T—
T\M0.

PROOF. We shall continue to use the notations as before. For any

a e 2)(Af) and /? 6 ®(M0) with support C C Uκ, it is easy to verify the relation:

which implies that

Suppose j * T exist, then, since the exterior product (j@)pκ Λ Tγκ exists for
any @_, it follows that (δ(x)dχΛdyj)/\ Tγκ must exist for any / with | / | =
m—p. Putting T?κ=Σi,κTIiK(x, y)dxI/\dyκ, \ I\ + \K\ = p, we can write

(δ(x)dxΛdyj)ΛTrκ

= lim Σi,κδ(x + λu)TItK(x9 y)d(x+λu)/\d(y+λv)j/\dxτΛ dyκ
λ + 0

IfK{x, y)dxCLΛduLΛd(y+λv)/ΛdxiΛdyκ.
λ-» + 0

We can conclude from these equalities that

exists for every TίtK, and in addition if 11\ >0, the limit is 0. Indeed, choose
/ = CK for any K with | K | =p, then it is easy to see that the assertion is
true of IK \ =p, and

lim Σ (-iy(CL'L)λUιδ(x + λu)TItK(x, y)dxcLΛduLΛd(y+λv)JΛdxIΛdγκ

exists. Then a similar argument can be applied to obtain the results for the
case \K\=p — l when /?2>1. The repeated use of this procedure will lead
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us to the conclusion. It then follows from Lemma 2 that the section Tγκ \ Uκ

exists.
Conversely, let us assume that the section T\M0 exists. This implies

that if we write Tf?κ=Σi,κTIfK(x, y)dx/Λdyκ, then limA171 TI>κ(λx, y) exists
λ-> + o

for every TI>K and equals 0 for \I\ > 0 . Put t ing lim TI>κ(λx, y)=Sκ(y) for
λ-> + 0

11\ — 0, we obtain (T\Mo)ttκ='ΣκSκ(y)dyκ' From these facts together with
Lemma 2 it will be easily verified that we obtain with $ϋκ

z=Σj&Ay)dyj

Λ Titκ(x, y)ΛdxcLAduLΛd(y+λv)jΛdxiΛdyκ

= ΣΛx)dxΛβj(y)ScΛy)dyjΛdycj

and

which implies that y'*Γ= Γ| Λf0. Thus the proof is complete.
If f is an oriented C°° map of M into Λf, we can define in a similar way

the reciprocal image ξ*T e 2)'( Af) for an odd current T € 2)'(Af) under the map
f. In particular, when ξ is an oriented injection j of a submanifold Λf0 into
Af, Theorem 2, as we see easily, also remains true of the oriented injection
j and the odd current T.

As an application we can show Stokes' formula for a current of any kind.
rb

Before going to a general discussion, we consider the integral \ sχ*)dx>
where 5 is a distribution on the real line. If the values S(a\ 5(6) exist, the
integral is defined to be S(b)—S(a). Now we shall consider it in more detail:
Let h be the characteristic function of the interval [α, b~}. Then hr = da—db.
It is known [1, p. 162] that the following conditions for a distribution 5 are
equivalent:

(1) The values 5(α), S(b) exist.
(2) The multiplicative product h'S exists.
(3) The multiplicative product hSf exists.
(4) The multiplicative products hS and hSf exist.

Let us assume that any one of these equivalent conditions is satisfied for S.
Then (hS)f=hrS+hS'. Consequently we have

\hSfdx = -\hfSdx = {j(S(b)db-S(a)da)dx = S(b)-S(a).

rb

Therefore if we understand in general the integral \ T(x)dx of a distribu-
Ja
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tion T to be \h Tdx when the multiplicative product h T exists, we obtain

S'(x)dx = S(b)-S(ά)

under the assumption made above.
Let Ω be a domain in the manifold M. We assume that Ω is a domain

with regular boundary, that is, the boundary bΩ is a closed (N— l)-dimensional
manifold and we can find for each point ae bΩ its coordinate neighbourhood
V with coordinates x, ji, • ••, JN-I such that VΓ\Ω is the set of all points b e V
with x(b)<;Q. We can assign to each point a of bΩ a tangent vector at a in
M entering into CΩ, so that bΩ is transversally oriented in a familiar way.
Thus the injection bΩ-> M is oriented. We note that if M is orientable, then
so is bΩ.

Let T be an odd (N— l)-current defined on M. Let IΩ denote the charac-
teristic function of Ω. If IΩΛT exists with compact support, we define

T=\IaΛT,
Ω' J

where the right side has a meaning since IΩATe &'(M). Before going to
the statement of Stokes' formula for an odd current, we show a proposition
needed later on.

PROPOSITION 1. If T\bΩ exists in a narrow sense, then the exterior prod-
ucts /fiΛΓ, IΩ/\dT and dIΩ/\T in a narrow sense exist and we have

d(IΩΛT)=dIΩΛT+IΩΛdT.

PROOF. It is enough to show the assertions in a neighbourhood of each
point a 6 bΩ. Let V be taken as before and put Ό— {b e V; x(b)=0}. We can
write Tψ in the form:

Tf = T0(x,y)dy-\- ΣjTj(x, y)dxΛdyiΛ • •• ΛdyjΛ ••• Λ d j j v - i ,

where the circumflex indicates omission. The assumption that T\bΩ exists
in a narrow sense means that the section Tk(0, j), 0<Ξ&<J7V— 1, exists. Con-
sequently the multiplicative product δ(x)Tk(χ, y) exists and equals δ(x)Tk(0, y).
Let Y(χ) be the Heaviside function. Then we have (IQ)V= Y( — χ)<S)ly in V.
Since

A
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we can conclude that the multiplicative products (IΩ)pTk(χ, y\ (IΩ)Ϋ-~-^ and

r)T,

( / β > ^ exist for A = 0, 1, •••, ΛΓ-1,/ = 1, 2, ..., ΛΓ-1 [1, p. 168]. This im-

plies that (IΩ)pΛTρ and (IΩ)pΛdTρ exist in a narrow sense and we have

which completes the proof.

THEOREM 3 (Stokes' formula). Let ΩCM be a domain with regular bound-
ary and let T be an odd {N—Y)-current on M such that supp Tr\Ω is compact.
If T has the section T\bΩ in a narrow sense, then

\ dT=\ j*T,
JΩ ~~ JbΩ

where j is the oriented injection of bΩ into M.

PROOF. From Proposition 1 we have

d(IΩ/\T)=dIΩ/\T+IΩ/\dT.

Consequently we have

Hence it remains to show that —\dIΩ/\T= \ j*T. To do so, it is enough to

show that

- \φ-(dIΩΛT) = \ (j*ΦXj*T), φeU)(V)
J J bΩ

in a neighbourhood V of each point a e bΩ. Let V be taken as before. Then
we can see from the proof of Theorem 2 that

> = <5(0, y)d(x)dxA(j*T)u

and then

0, y)δ(x)dxΛ(j*T)ϋ

), y)(j*T)a =

which completes the proof.

REMARK. When M is oriented, the boundary bΩ can be oriented as in-
dicated before. We can prove in a like manner that Stokes' formula is also
valid for an even current T.
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It may happen that T\ bΩ exists in a wider sense but not IΩ/\dT. Indeed,
put Ω= {(χ,y) e R2; χ<0}. Let a, β e Q)(R) be equal to 1 in a O-neighbourhood

and T=u(χ)β(y)y-j-(log|log|^| \)dx. log|log|#| | has no value at 0 and

(log I log I x I j) no mass at 0 Q3, p. 23] and therefore Y(—χ)'~τ-

does not exist. Then it is easy to verify that T\bΩ=0 but IΩ/\dT does not
exist. Similarly the existence of IΩf\dT does not imply the existence of
T\bΩ. Let Ω be the same as above. If we put T= d(f(x)g(y)) with / ( » =

# ( » = log(min{l? |Λ;|}), then dT=0. Since T=~log| y\ dx + — log\x\ dy in

a O-neighbourhood it follows that T \ bΩ does not exist even in a wider sense.

4. Fixations and trace maps

Let M be a manifold of dimension JV and Mo a submanifold of dimension
m of M. Let j be the injection Mo-+M. We shall first define the trace map.

P

To do so, let 9ί(M) C Q)'(M) be a locally convex space with topology finer than
P

that of 2)'(M) and assume that ίK(M)n§(M) is dense in 9t{M\ If the map
P P P

of ^(Af)Λ(S(M) into ©'(Jlfo) which transforms α 6 £6(M)Γ\&(M) into the re-

striction of a to Mo can be continuously extended from dt{M) into

then the extended map is called a trace map on Mθ9 and the current e 2)r(M0)
which corresponds to Γe 9i(M) will be called the trace of T and denoted by

PROPOSITION 2. Let dί{M) be a barrelled space. If the section T\M0 on Mo

exists for every T e 9t(M\ then the trace T\{_M^\ exists for every Te 9t{M)
and Γ|[Λfo]=Γ|Afo.

PROOF. We shall continue to employ the same notations as used in the
preceding sections. For each point a e Mo we may assume that there exists
a neighbourhood V of a such that

V={(χ, y); \x\<δ, \y\<δ}9

U={y; \y\<δ}, U=VΓ\M0

for some constant d>0. Put Tγ=ΣIfKTI}K(x,y)dxIf\dyκ and let {Pk} be a
restricted ^-sequence with supp PkCBδC Rn Since T\ Mo exists, the limit

lim < TItK(x,y),ph(x)> - Sκ(y) e Q)\ϋχ \K\ =p,

exists for | JΓ | ===== 0. The linear map
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9t{M) B T-> < TI>κ(x, y\ pk(x)> e QXUX \K\ =P,

is clearly continuous. Since dC{M) is barrelled, the map dt{M) B T-> Sκ(γ) c
Q>XU) will be continuous by the Banach-Steinhaus theorem. Thus the map

9t{M) 9 T^ T\M0 = ΣκSκ(γ)dγκ e Q)\U)

is continuous. Especially if T=a e £6(M)Γ\8(M) then a(x,y) | ϋ=a(x, y) \ [UJ
Consequently the trace Γ|QΛf0] exists and equals T\M0, which completes the
proof.

Owing to Theorem 2, we can also restate that if j * T exists for every

Te 9t(M\ the map T-+j* T e Q)XMO) is continuous.
In a similar way we can show

PROPOSITION 3. Let S be a q-current on M. If SAT exists for every p-

current T of a barrelled space 9t(M\ ϊhen the map 9t(M) 9 Γ-> 5Λ Γelz?' (Af)
is continuous.

Propositions 2 and 3 hold also true of odd currents with necessary modi-
fications.

Now, we assume that M=Rn+m.

OPROPOSITION 4. Let T be a distribution on Rn+m. If (Γ* Qk) \ Mo converges
m 2)'(Λf0) for any d-sequence {p&}, then the section T\M0 exists and T\M0 =
lim(T*pk)\MQ.

PROOF. It is sufficient to show the assertion near any point a c Mo. By
a linear coordinate transformation, we may assume that a is the origin and
that Mo is defined in a neighbourhood of 0 by a system of equations:

ί Xi^fiivu •••, vm\ i = l , 2 , •-., n,

{ yj = vj, y = l , 2, -.., m,

in a neighbourhood of i ^O, where // is a C°° function with fi(0) = 0. Consider
the coordinate transformation:

ί x% = / ί ( v i , •••, v m ) - { - U i , Ϊ = 1 , 2 , ••-, n ,

I yj^vj, 7 = 1, 2, ..., ire,

where (w, t;) remains in a neighbourhood of (0, 0). Let σk(u) and r/(v) be any
(ϊ-sequences. Then pk,ι(χ^y) = ^k(χ)'Cι(y) is also a <ϊ-sequence and we have

T(x\ γ'\pk>ι(x-x\ y-y')>x,,,,\M0

(x\γ'\ σk(f{v)-x%(υ- yf)>x,ιy,

Xu\ v'\
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m

Then, for any φ(v)dv e Q)(Rm) with support in a O-neighbourhood, we can
write

<(T*pkti)\Mo,φ(v)>v

= < TXu\ υ'\

Consequently we obtain

\im<(T*pkj)\MOyφ(v)>v = \im<τχu\v\ σk(-uf)φ(v)>u, υ,

which implies that l im<Γ'(V, v\ σk(—u/)>u, exists for every (restricted)

5-sequence (Tk9 and that T\M0 exists near the origin and

lim <(T*phj)\Mθ9 Φ(v)>v = < T\Mθ9 φ(v)>v,

which completes the proof.

COROLLARY. Let 3ί{M)C(3)XRn+m) have the approximation property by
reguralization. If the trace exists for every T 6 dt(M\ then the section exists
also for every T e 9t(M) and both coincide,

5. Admissible maps

Let M and Mi be manifolds with dimensions TV and iVi respectively. Let
ξ be a C°° map of M into Mλ.

o

DEFINITION 4. ξ is called admissible if f* T exists for every T e 2)'(Λfi).

As remarked in Section 3, the definition is equivalent to asserting that
N o

the direct image ξφ is a C°° form for every 0c2)(M),oor that the map Q)(Mι)da

-> ξ*a e &(M) can be continuously extended from 2)'(Afi) into U)\M).
First we remark that if ξ is admissible, then we can conclude that the

P

reciprocal image ξ* T of any T e Q)'(Mι) exists, or, what is the same, the direct
N-p

image ξφ of any φ e ζυ(M) is a C°° form. Indeed, it is sufficient to show the
assertion when M and Mi are open subsets Ω and Ωf in Euclidean spaces re-
spectively. Put T=ΣκTκdχr

κ, \K\=p9 where Tκ is a distribution on Ω\
By assumption, £* Tκ exists for every K. Now we have

'κ\ ς*τκ>
x'κ, Tκ>
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which shows that ξ*T exists and equals Σκ($*Tκ)£*(dxκ)
From these considerations we see that ξ is admissible if and only if the

following condition (C) [Ί5, p. 377] is satisfied:

(C) The image of every odd current with compact support which is de-
fined by a C°° form is also a C°° form.

If ξ is an admissible map of M into Mu then we must have N^>Nι. Many
of the results established in [2, p. 67-p. 85] can be generalized for currents.
We shall state here some of them without proofs, because we can show them
by the same procedure as therein made.

PROPOSITION 5. Let ξ be an admissible map of M into Mi and η an admis-
sible map of M into M2 of dimension N2. Suppose that N= Nι+N2- Then the
multiplicative product (f*S)G?* T) exists for every S e 2)'(Afi) and T e U)\M2)
if and only if the map % = (£, vj) of M into M\ x M2 is locally diffeomorphic.

PROPOSITION 6. If ξ is a C°° map of M onto Mi with no critical point, then
P P

the reciprocal map ξ* of ©'(Mi) into 2)'(M) is a. monomorphism for every p
with 0

PROPOSITION 7. Let ξ be an admissible map of M into Mu where we assume
Mi to be connected. Then the following conditions are equivalent to each other:

(1) ξ*(&(Mι)) - &{M) for some p with 0<,p<: Nx.

(2) f *(2)'(Λf1)) = &(M) for every p with 0^p<Nx.
P P

(3) ?*(§/(M1)) = <g'(Af) for some p with Q<Lp<LNx.

(4) f *(δ/(Λfi)) - <8'(M) for every p with 0^p^Nχ.

(5) The map ξ is a diffeomorphism of M onto Mi.

The analogues of Propositions 6 and 7 remain valid for an oriented map
and for odd currents.
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